Abstract

We are in an era where we are paving our way on the steps of technology and making our life simpler and effective and with this paradigm shift in technology we need to have a strategically push with technology. With this, one sector remains untouched and that is Housing (a way of managing online rental rooms). Thus, there is an urge to develop an online rental system that serves as a simplified and an efficient platform across various cities for both the rental managers and the tenants. One of the biggest challenges faced today is that everything is on paper that can quite expensive to store and record and gets damaged or lost easily.
1. Fig.1 https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/a5jnMOHQsHEk47Rr9mUWPI/Five-charts-on-the-state-of-Indias-housing-sector.html
3. Fig.2. https://scroll.in/article/836589/housing-paradox-despite-a-serve-shortage-12-of-houses-in-indian-cities-are-lying-vacant.
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